Reciprocal Translocation Observed in End-of-Production Cells of a Commercial CHO-Based Process.
During the validation of an additional working cell bank derived from a validated master cell bank to support the commercial production continuum of a recombinant protein, we observed an unexpected chromosomal location of the gene of interest in some end-of-production cells. This event-identified by fluorescence in situ hybridization and multicolour chromosome painting as a reciprocal translocation involving a chromosome region containing the gene of interest with its integral coding and flanking sequences-was unique, occurred probably during or prior to multicolour chromosome painting establishment, and was transmitted to the descending generations. Cells bearing the translocation had a transient and process-independent selective advantage, which did not affect process performance and product quality. However, this first report of a translocation affecting the gene of interest location in Chinese Hamster Ovary cells used for producing a biotherapeutic indicates the importance of the demonstration of the integrity of the gene of interest in end-of-production cells. The expression of recombinant therapeutic proteins in mammalian cells depends on the establishment of a cell line with the gene of interest integrated in the host genome and stably expressed over time. Before being used for commercial production, cell lines are submitted to a qualification program in order to ensure their phenotypic and genotypic characteristics and the efficacy and safety of the product. During the production life cycle of a therapeutic protein, additional cells banks have to be validated after exhaustion of the current qualified cell bank in order to support the commercial production continuum of the recombinant protein. It is during the validation of an additional working cell bank derived from a validated master cell bank that we detected a different chromosome bearing the gene of interest in a portion of cells at the end of the upstream production phase. In our case, this event did not affect the process performance, the product quality, or its safety profile, but it highlights the need to characterize the integrity of the gene of interest in end-of-production cells when producing recombinant proteins for human use.